[Determinant factors and disturbances in controlling power distribution patterns by the hyperthermia-ring system BSD-2000. 2. Measuring techniques and analysis].
Clinical observables and phantom measurements (part 1) have suggested that the control of power deposition patterns can still be improved for the hyperthermia system BSD-2000. This is addressed to system-specific phase errors as well as inadequacies of phase selection (target point method), which might be corrected by modifications of the manufacturer. Furthermore, frequency-dependent physical effects (coupling, mode excitation) are existing, which might cause distortions and asymmetries of current distribution on antennas and consequently deteriorate the power deposition pattern (e.g. focussing capability). The application of a network analyzer system is described in order to determine electrical material constants, phase errors, coupling coefficients, reflection coefficients and current distributions on antennas. The analysis of the measurement datas suggests that ring-applicator has a variable frequency-optimum (supposed around 80 ... 95 MHz) characterized by minimal coupling and asymmetries.